
Robust for all 
requirements demanding 
the highest safety 
standards.
Food transport and serving concepts for prisons for absolute safety and higher quality.

Made in Germany



The flexible 
food transport and serving 
concept for prisons for 
absolute safety.

With the product range for prisons, Rieber offers mobile, robust, 
hygienic, sturdy and above all safe solutions for the optimum 
distribution of food in detention facilities/
prisons. So that the best food arrives safely at 
every destination – especially in circumstances where meal times 
are the social highlight of the day. 
With flexible and systemic products, food distribution in prisons 
can be perfectly mapped from the storage to the serving. Effective 
solutions tailored to individual requirements in an ultra-robust design 
as well as sturdy and mobile for all demands – both indoors and 
outdoors – for perfect food quality at breakfast, lunch and dinner.



Prison catering concept
The advantages – perfect 
hygiene, easy cleaning, 
flexible handling & 
individually configurable

  H3 muffle on inner body. Each cupboard (dou-
ble-walled) completely welded tight, cupboard voids insu-
lated with CFC-free PU foam, rounded interior corners in 
the hygienic design H3 and seamlessly 
deep-drawn support rails, suitable for GN 1/1 or GN 1/2 
prison meal trays. Body available with passive and active 
heating. 

  Latch. With a tension latch for easy single-handed 
operation, optionally lockable with a padlock.

  Door element with removable heater. Door ele-
ment fitted with an integrated, removable and digitally 
controllable circulating air heater for high loads and a 
rotary slide for moisture regulation. Digital operating 
display in a shatter-proof design for prisons, protected 
with a stainless steel trigger guard, which also serves as 
protection against unattended operation.
Each cupboard is ready to connect, with an on/off switch, 
dummy socket and spiral cable with an earthed plug and 
optionally with a plug-in cable. 

  Base platform. Sturdy, mobile base platform with one 
to three fixed hygienic cupboards that can be configured 
flexibly depending on the number of people.

  Impact protection at the top and bottom. All-
round impact protection with gallery (Ø 18 mm). 

  Sturdy pushing handles. Robust, full-length, stain-
less steel tubular pushing handles on each face side, with 
a deflector castor to protect the door handle. The pushing 
handle function is therefore always guaranteed, even 
when the door is open.

  Castor configuration. Flexible castor configuration is 
possible, available either with swivel castors with brakes 
or fixed castors for easy and flexible handling.

  Torx screws. To prevent the unintentional 
removal of components or wilful damage.

Base platform Impact protectionRotary slide
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Prison catering concept
Food & beverage transport 

Safety is a top priority in our prison concept. This 
offers you a variety of safe menu trays in a robust safe 
and hygienic design, especially for use in prisons. With 
the appropriate transport trolley for prisons, the trays filled 
with food can be transported easily and safely, served 
and kept chilled and hot. The trolley can be flexibly cus-
tomised to suit your requirements and circumstances. 
For the perfect complete solution, our robust 7 litre 
stainless steel beverage container for optimum beverage 
transport can also be integrated into the trolley for per-
fectly hot or cold beverages with all meals.

Side dish tray, 
GN 1/6

Food distribution trolley. For the safe and hygienic trans-
port, serving, cold holding and hot holding of food distribu-
tion trays in prisons. 30 meal trays per section. Temperature 
range up to max. +100 °C, digital temperature control up to 
max. +100 °C, optionally with roof gallery and hook-in shelf. 
For the perfect complete solution, our robust 7 litre stainless 
steel beverage container for optimum beverage transport 
can also be integrated into the trolley for perfectly hot or 
cold beverages with all meals.

Meal tray, 
3 compartments, 
GN 1/2

Thermi, 7 litres

Meal tray, 3 compartments, GN 1/2. Without edges and 
sharp corners, ultra-safe design with an all-round flanged 
edge, deep drawn, with a welded handle. Container and lid 
can be stacked separately, 1.25 litre capacity.

Side dish tray, GN 1/6. Stainless steel GN tray as the per-
fect complement to the prison meal tray. Available in depths 
of 48 mm (0.7 litres), 60 mm (0.9 litres) and 91 mm (1.4 
litres). Polycarbonate lid with sealing lip, available in different 
colours.

Thermi, 7 litres. Stainless steel beverage container, availa-
ble heated or unheated, low loss of heat/cold, double-walled 
insulation, deep drawn and seamlessly welded, for up to 7 
litres of liquid.

Transport trolley for 
prisons with two 
heatable sections

Transport trolley for prisons
with a compartment for 
beverage containers as well 
as two heatable sections



Prison catering concept
Mobile system helper

Rack trolley. Our systemic and sturdy stainless steel 
rack trolleys adapted to accommodate prison meal trays. 
For interim storage, transport and 
drying directly after the rinsing process.

Rack trolley for prisons filled with meal trays

Rack trolley, 2 x GN 1/1 Space-saving rack trolley 1/1

Rack trolley, 2 x GN 1/1. Capacity of up to 
72 meal trays per trolley. 2 x 18 pairs of support rails with tilt 
protection and welded push-through lock on both sides. 

Space-saving rack trolley 1/1. Capacity of up 
to 36 meal trays per trolley. 18 pairs of support rails, can be 
pushed together to save space.

Platform dispenser GN 2/1, unheated. Closed, unheated 
GN platform dispenser for the interim storage and trans-
port of prison meal trays. For up to 280 prison meal trays 
per trolley (4 stacks). With adjustable rods for the optimum 
fixing of prison meal trays, optionally with metal sheet and 
lid hood.

Platform dispenser GN 2/1, unheated



thermoport® plastic & premium stainless steel. The 
Rieber thermoport® range offers the perfect solution 
for any food transport requirement – the mobile kitchen for 
the systemic transport of food in a GN system with the best 
food quality and complete transport safety. Our versatile 
classic guarantees optimum in-house and out-of-house ca-
tering – whether in light plastic or high-quality stainless steel, 
for optimum handling as top or front loader variants and 
as a single-portion variant for "meals on wheels" transport.  
Whether heated, unheated or chilled, it is perfectly equipped 
for any use in a variety of size options – the standardised 
system can be configured to suit individual requirements. For 
an even wider variety of options, Rieber thermoport® made 
of plastic and stainless steel can be stacked together 
and placed on transport or serving
trolleys – for slip-resistant and safe transport and the trans-
port securing device is particularly recommended for the 
stainless steel thermoport®.

Prison catering concept
Safe food transport for 
large containers and individual portioning

thermoport® 1000 KB thermoport® 100 K hybrid thermoport® 2000/600 K thermoport® 3000 Uthermoport® 10/10D



multipolar®. The perfect cooling solution – the secure 
multipolar® community refrigerator with separate compart-
ments for the individual and flexible storage of food in prisons. 
The advantage of the shared refrigerator on the one hand is its 
space efficiency and, on the other hand, the energy efficiency 
of the refrigerator itself and during use. When the small individ-
ual compartments are opened, only a fraction of the chilled air 
escapes, thus saving considerable electricity and energy. 

Available with a classic key opening system. Everyone can 
store their food individually and safely in their own lockable 
compartment. The model variants are available with 4-16 
individual compartments with a perfect temperature thanks to 
circulating air and quiet refrigeration. In addition, each model 
can be enhanced with a main key for even greater safety.

multipolar®. Available with 4-16 individual compartments, gross 
volume of 180 to 583 litres. Door stop DIN right as standard, can be 
changed to DIN left. Each compartment door has a different lock, can 
be enhanced with a main key, installed on stainless steel feet (150 – 
180 mm). With a white powder-coated door as standard.

Prison catering concept
Community cooling solutions
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Have we aroused your interest?
Your contact is there for you

www.rieber.systems

www.bglrieber.co.uk

Rieber GmbH & Co. KG 
Hoffmannstr. 44 
D-72770 Reutlingen

+49 (0) 7121 518-0
info@rieber.de

BGL Rieber Ltd.
Unit 1 Lincoln Ind Est, 
Avro Way, Bowerhill, 
Melksham, SN12 6TP

+44 (0) 1225 704470
sales@bglrieber.co.uk

Service page




